Horton Hears a Who!

Read Horton Hears a Who! Think about the story and respond to the questions below.

1. Where did Horton place the dust speck that he found?

2. What is the name of those living on the dust speck?

3. Which animals did not believe Horton’s dust speck had voices?

4. How do you think Horton felt when his clover was thrown into the giant patch of clovers?

5. Why do you think no animals believed Horton?

6. Horton Never gave up because he believed that a person’s...

7. What was the final sound that made the Whos heard?
Horton Hears a Who!

Read Horton Hears a Who! Think about the story and respond to the questions below.

1. Where did Horton place the dust speck that he found?
   Horton placed the dust speck on a clover.

2. What is the name of those living on the dust speck?
   The Whos.

3. Which animals did not believe Horton’s dust speck had voices?
   kangaroo, monkeys, eagle

4. How do you think Horton felt when his clover was thrown into the giant patch of clovers?
   answers will vary

5. Why do you think no animals believed Horton?
   answers will vary

6. Horton Never gave up because he believed that a person’s...
   a person, no matter how small!

7. What was the final sound that made the Whos heard?
   YOPP!